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Greetings unto the members of the Ansteorran College of Heralds,

In January, only six months away, my warrant as Asterisk will expire. I would like to
start looking for a replacement now so we can have a smooth transfer of office. The basic
requirements for holding this office are (1) a good grasp of the rules governing name and
armory registration in the SCA, (2) access to a computer and some desktop publishing
experience for producing the ILoI, (3) good organizational and people skills, and (4) enough
space to store three filing cabinets, a bookshelf full of reference books, and the College’s
flatbed scanner. In terms of time, I usually spend two weekends a month on the office. I’ve
really enjoyed serving as Asterisk. It’s a great way to learn more about heraldry and meet
lots of different heralds throughout the kingdom. So, if you think you might be interested in
this position, please let me know so I can give you more details on what the office entails.

Yours in service,

Gwenllian, Asterisk

A LETTER FROM THE ASTERISK HERALD

The Ansteorran Gazette is the official monthly publication of the College of Heralds of the Kingdom of Ansteorra.
It is not a publication of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc., nor does it delineate corporate SCA policies.
Subscriptions are available from the Asterisk Herald on a pro-rated basis for $1 per month with each subscription
ending on 31 DEC of each year (12 issues are published each year).  Please make all checks or money orders
payable to: SCA Inc.-Kingdom of Ansteorra.  Contents copyright 1997 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc.
For information on reprinting articles and artwork from this publication, please contact the editor (Obelisk Her-
ald), who will assist you in contacting the original creator of the piece.  Please respect the legal rights of our
contributors.  Printing by Ridgway’s of Tulsa, OK.

EVERY MONTH
15 Deadline for submissions
due at ASTERISK.

20 Comments on ILoI of pre-
vious month due to RETIARIUS.

Items for Ansteorran Ga-
zette due to OBELISK.

11 JULY - WIESENFEUER
Coronation -- CoH meeting
 re: ILoI 0598

?? AUGUST - TBD
To be determined -- CoH meeting
 re: ILoI 0698

12 SEPTEMBER - STARGATE
Baronial -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 0798

17 OCTOBER - BLACKLAKE
Sentinel -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 0898

7 NOVEMBER - STEPPES
Laurel Prize Tourn -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 0998

12 DECEMBER - STARGATE
Yule Revel -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 1098

16 JANUARY - ???
Coronation -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 1198

ANSTEORRAN
COLLEGE OF HERALDS

CALENDAR

A request for people filling out name forms: when you say a name is in Withycombe,
Reaney & Wilson, O Corrain & Maguire, or any other source that has “head names”, please
don’t just give the page number.  Please give the header name as well. It helps in books like
R&W that have dozens of head names on each page, because it narrows down where to
look. Also, if someone else has a differenet edition, the header name is less likely to change
than the page number.  Also Also, I have to add it for the LoI anyway, so while you have the
book open, would you please save me a bit of effort and write down the head name?

Daniel, Bordure

A LETTER FROM THE BORDURE HERALD

Only two things this month;

1)  Reports are due Wednesday before Coronation.

2)  I am now taking applications for my successor as Star Principal Herald, Asterisk
Herald, and Bordure Herald. Send applications for Star to me and to Their Soon-to-be-
Majesties, Barn and Kat; send applications for Asterisk and Bordure to me and to the cur-
rent Asterisk and Bordure. I intend as of this writing to step down at January Coronation; I
hope to have a decision from Their Majesties and the next set of Heirs as to my successor
by no more than a month after October Crown, so that the changeover can be accomplished
more smoothly than the last one was.

Donal, Star

A LETTER FROM THE STAR PRINCIPAL HERALD
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This issue of the Gazette varies in format from previous issues.  For those interested, I am now creating the Ansteorran
Gazette with Adobe PageMaker instead of Microsoft Word.  I have placed wider margins to the inside edge for those who like to
three-hole punch their Gazettes and store them in three-ring binders.  “Who Sends What to Whom”, usually on the back cover,
will be added back next month, it was omitted strictly due to time concerns.

In addition, I am going to try something this month.  I am going to place an electronic copy of the Gazette (in .pdf format)
at the following address:  http://207.13.11.4/sca.  This copy will be available (if all goes well) beginning Monday evening, July
13.  For those who are on the internet but not familiar with .pdf, it is a format which should work on any platform (including
UNIX).  All you need is a browser (Netscape or Internet Explorer) and a free downloadable program called Adobe Acrobat
Reader.  For this July test, if you do not know how to read .pdf files then do not try.  If you do know how to access them then
please try to open, read, and print the file.  Let me know (via email) how it worked or if it didn’t.  If this works I may post
electronically regularly.  You may also note that the roster is an insert this month; I am not publishing the college’s addresses and
phone numbers on the web so I had to break it out to be a separate document.  Please note the roster changes!

I returned from the Known World Heraldic Symposium (KWHS) in one piece and even more excited about heraldry.  The
next KWHS is scheduled for June 1999 in Sweden.  It will be the weekend prior to the Drachenwald coronation in Britain.  For
those interested and looking for an excuse to go to Europe, this could be a good vacation opportunity.

If any local heralds are looking for ways to learn more about heraldry, I encourage you to look at the commentary in this
issue.  See which groups are participating in commentary and, if one is close, ask to attend.  Commentary gives you an opportu-
nity to not only see names and devices submitted but to participate in the discussion about those submissions.  Over time you
will find yourself making the comments and you will learn to be a better herald for you local group.

Etienne, Obelisk

A LETTER FROM THE OBELISK HERALD

Unto the College of Heralds, greetings from Stellar Scroll.

Three new achievement submissions this month.  If you find any problems with them, please send comments to me within
one month.  My e-mail address is ulfie@usa.net.

Elfsea, Barony of.  LIVERY: Azure and Or.  HELM: 15th c. Barrel helm affronty, argent. CREST: An escallop inverted
Or. (Second choice, An escallop inverted argent.) MOTTO: Nec Hostium Timete Nec Amieum Recrusate.  (Latin: Deny No
Friend, Fear No Enemy.) CORONET: Fillet with pearls.  SUPPORTERS: Dexter - A mermaid proper, crined sable, bearing a
boar spear proper and pendant from her necklace the Azure Keystone of Elfsea.  Sinister - A triton proper, crined sable, bearing
a boar spear proper and pendant from his necklace the Portcullis of Elfsea.  (Second choice is a reverse of the positions.)  Note:
The Azure Keystone and the Portcullis are badges of the Barony of Elfsea.

(Note from Ulf: Possible potential conflict with Muireall FitzLloyd’s crest: A cockle shell Or.)

Enoch Crandall macCranon.  LIVERY: Gules and argent.  HELM: Norse cap helm with simple nasal, back, and cheek
pieces affronty, argent

Larkin O’Kane.  LIVERY: Azure and argent.  HELM: 15th c. Barrel helm argent.

Yours in Service,

Ulf, Stellar Scroll

ACHIEVEMENTS/FROM STELLAR SCROLL

Greetings unto the members of the Ansteorran College of Heralds,

If you did not attend, then you missed a great mini event here in Elfsea. Lots of good classes and a good mix of both
scribes and the rest of us.

Crandall, Tressure

A LETTER FROM THE TRESSURE HERALD
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 0798

The griffin is shown irradiated (i.e., emitting rays) as
a symbol of luxury and its opposite, restraint. For this rea-
son it became the emblem of a medieval order, the Tankard
Order of the kingdom of Aragon." Heraldry: Sources, Sym-
bols and Meaning by Ottfried Neubecker.  -- Taken from the
5/28/98 Laurel LoAR.

1) Aislynn Crystyn (Steppes)
-- device

New Device
Name Registered 7/91

Purpure, a seeblatt
inverted Or

2) Alexander Peregrine (Steppes)
-- name and device

New Name
Alexander English masculine given name dated to
1189 on p. 13 of Withycombe (3rd ed).
Peregrine English surname dated to 1243 under
Pilgrim on p. 351 of Reaney & Wilson.
Photocopies: None needed
Changes: Minor changes to grammar/spelling only

New Device
Argent, a chevron
and a pile gules
counterchanged of the
field, in chief a fleur-
de-lys Or

3) Ansteorra, Kingdom of
-- two badges

Resubmitted Badge for the Office of the Minister of
Children

Or, on a mullet of
five greater and five
lesser points sable a
dexter hand aversant
Or, a bordure sable

Submission        History   
“(Fieldless) A dancing piper garbed Or and sable playing a
pipe Or” was returned by kingdom in 6/95 for the
unblazonable position of the piper and concerns about
negative associations with the Pied Piper.

New Badge for the Defender of the Children
Per chevron Or and
gules, issuant from
the line of division a
mullet of five greater
and five lesser
points, in chief two
swords in saltire, a
bordure sable

STATUS OF ILoIs
ILoI0198: Discussed 3/13/98.  Results AG 04/98.

LoI 3/27/98.  Laurel meeting 7/11/98.

ILoI0298: Discussed 4/4/98.  Results AG 05/98.
LoI 5/30/98.  Laurel meeting 9/12/98.

ILoI0398: Discussed 5/9/98.  Results AG 06/98.
LoI 5/30/98.  Laurel meeting 9/12/98.

ILoI0498: Discussed 6/13/98.  Results this Gazette.
LoI 6/30/98.  Laurel meeting est. 10/10/98.

ILoI0598: Comments due to Retiarius 7/20/98.
Discussion Scheduled 7/11/98 - Coronation.

ILoI0698: Comments due to Retiarius 8/20/98.
Discussion To Be Scheduled.

ILoI0798: This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 8/20/98.
Discussion Scheduled 9/12/98 - Stargate Baronial.

ILoI0898: Next Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 9/20/98.
Discussion Scheduled 10/17/98 - Blacklake Sentinel.
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4) Brenna Beldame
-- name and device

New Name
Brenna    SCA-compatible feminine given name.
Beldame    English descriptive byname dated to 1375 on
p. 53 of Jan Jönsjö,     Studies       on         Middle        English        Nicknames
I.        Compounds    (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Lund,
1979).  
Photocopies: Jönsjö
Changes: Any

New Device
Ermine, a lion
couchant gules, on a
chief azure a crescent
between two estoiles
Or

5) Caelin one Andred  (Elfsea)
   -- name and device

New Name
Caelin Old English masculine given name dated
to the 6th & 7th centuries in Bede’s     Ecclesiastical        History   .
one Andred Old English locative byname.  Use of the
preposition “one” is documented in email from Talan.
The place name Andred is dated at c757 in the     Anglo
Saxon         Chronicle    (Corpus Christi College, Cambridge),
found in Georgetown University’s Medieval project at
http://www.georgetown.edu/labyrinth/library/oe/texts/asc/a
.html.

Photocopies: E-mail from Talan Gwynek documenting
Caelin from Bede and the use of the
preposition “one” in locatives.

 Changes: Minor changes to grammar/spelling only and
the sound of the name is most important

New Device
Azure, on a pile
argent between two
suns Or, a sword
inverted sable

6) Ceinwen ferch Rhuol  (Elfsea)
   -- name

New Name
Ceinwen Welsh feminine given name dated to 430
in “An Index to the First Eleven Centuries of Peter C.
Bartrum’s      Welsh        Genealogies   . AD 300-1400” (Meridies:
XXX KWHS Proceedings).
ferch Rhuol Welsh feminine patronymic byname.
Rhoul dated to 470 in Bartrum.
Photocopies: None
Changes: Minor changes to grammar/spelling only and the

sound of the name is most important

7) Conor McDonald (Mendersham)
-- name and device

New Name
Conor    Anglicized Gaelic masculine given name
listed on p. 72 of Withycombe (3rd ed) with no date.
McDonald Anglicized Gaelic surname listed (as
MacDonald) on p. 176 of Sir Thomas Innes of Learney,
The         Tartans        of        the         Clans        and         Families        of         Scotland  
(Edinburgh: W. & A.K. Johnston, 1952).
Photocopies: All listed
Changes: Minor changes to grammar/spelling only

New Device
Per chevron
embattled argent and
sable, three crosses
crosslet fitchy
counterchanged
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8) Francesca Laviana Sansovino (Steppes)
-- device

Resubmitted Device
Gules masoned
argent, a rose and on
a chief Or a
catamount sinister
passant guardant and
a catamount passant
guardant sable

Submission        History   
“Gules, a Russian

olive tree eradicated proper and two catamounts sejant erect
guardant addorsed Or” was returned by kingdom in 1/86
for conflict with Suzanne of Woodward Hall, “Gules, an
olive tree eradicated argent fructed Or.”

9) Gwyddno ap Gruffydd ap Emrys Eurdorchog
(Tempio)

   -- name

New Alternate Persona Name for Caius Aurelius
Britannicus
Primary Name Registered 4/98
Caius Latin/Roman personal name dated to the
3rd century on p. 760,     New        Century        Cyclopedia       of        Names   ,
vol 1 (New York: Appleton-Century-Crafts, Inc., 1954).
Caius is also listed as a common Roman name on p. 131
of Yonge.
Aurelius Latin/Roman byname dated to c360 on
p. 269 of     New        Century        Cyclopedia       of         Names   .  Marcus
Aurelius (AD 121-80) and Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
(AD 188-217) found on pp. 124-5 of     Oxford         Classical
Dictionary    (London: Oxford, 1949).  Aurelian gens also
mentioned on p. 143 of Yonge.
Britannicus Latin/Roman locative byname dated c41
AD to p. 654 of     New        Century        Cyclopedia       of        Names    and p.
147 of     Oxford        Classical        Dictionary   
Photocopies: All listed
Changes: Minor changes to grammar/spelling only

10) Joye McDonald (Mendersham)
-- name and device

New Name
Joye    English feminine given name dated to
1285 on p. 182 of Withycombe (3rd ed) under Joy.
McDonald Anglicized Gaelic surname listed (as
MacDonald) on p. 176 of Sir Thomas Innes of Learney,
The         Tartans        of        the         Clans        and         Families        of         Scotland   
(Edinburgh: W. & A.K. Johnston, 1952).
Photocopies: All listed
Changes: Minor changes to grammar/spelling only

New Device
Argent, three crosses
crosslet fitchy
purpure

11) Ker Megan of Taransay (Elfsea)
-- device

New Device
Azure, semy of
mullets and a winged
lion Or

12) Mary Elisabeth Wickham  (Lindenwood)
   -- name

New Name
Mary English feminine given name dated to
1440 on p. 211 of Withycombe (3rd ed).
Elisabeth English feminine given name dated to
1483 on p. 99 of Withycombe (3rd ed).
Wickham English surname listed on p. 490 of
Reaney & Wilson.  The spelling Wykham is dated to
1400.
Photocopies: None needed
Changes: Any

13) Philip White  (Three Bridges)
   -- name

New Name
Philip English masculine given name listed on
p. 22 of J. E. Neale,     Elizabeth       I       and        Her        Parliaments       1559-  
1581    (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1958).
White English surname listed on p. 57 of
Neale.
Photocopies: Neale
Changes: Make no changes at all of any kind
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14) Richard of Durnford  (Lindenwood)
   -- name

New Name
Richard English masculine given name
“common in the Middle Ages” listed on p. 253 of
Withycombe (3rd ed).
of Durnford English locative byname. Durnford is
listed on p. 154 of Ekwall.
Photocopies: None needed
Changes: Any

15) Roderick Billingsley MacLeod (Steppes)
-- device

Resubmitted Device
Per chevron purpure
and vert, on a
chevron Or between
two leopards
combattant and a
tower argent a cross
of calvery purpure

Submission        History   
“Per chevron nebuly gules and purpure, two leopards
passant guardant respectant and a castle Or” was returned
by kingdom in 10/90 for the unidentifiability of the
complex line on a divided field where the two parts had
poor contrast.

16) Theodric Afhaims (Tempio)
-- two badges

Resubmitted Badge

(Fieldless) A
mouse’s head
cabossed Or

Submission        History   
“(Fieldless) A mouse’s head cabossed argent was returned
by Laurel in 4/98 for conflict with Twila of Meridies,
“Quarterly vert and sable, a mouse head cabossed argent”

Resubmitted Badge

 (Fieldless) A wolf’s
pawprint per bend
sinister sable and
vert

Submission        History   
“(Fieldless) A wolf’s pawprint argent was returned by
kingdom in 3/98 for conflict with Nicholas Wolfmer,
“Gyronny of six issuant from base gules and Or, a wolf’s
pawprint argent.” “(Fieldless) A wolf’s pawprint sable was
returned by kingdom in 12/97 for conflict with Antonietta
Zampa del Gatto, “(Fieldless) A cat’s pawprint sable.”

17) Xene Therianos (Elfsea)
-- name

Name Change from Vicki of Bryn Gwlad
Holding Name Registered 3/95
Xene Byzantine feminine given name dated 1301
on p. 115 of Angeliki E. Laiou-Thomadakis,     Peasant
Society         in         the          Late          Byzantine          Empire    (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1977).
Therianos Byzantine locative byname dated to 1321 on
p. 117 of Laiou-Thomadakis.
Photocopies: Laiou-Thomadakis
Changes:  Minor changes to grammar/spelling only and

the sound of the name is most important.

Submission        History
Zara Zina Theanos was returned by kingdom in 7/97 for
lack of documentation of both the elements and the
construction of the name. Zahra Xena Theano was returned
by Laurel in 3/95 for lack of documentation for Xena and
for mixing Arabic and Greek elements. Xarazeena Theanos
of Attaleia was returned by kingdom in 6/90 for lack of
documentation.
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ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 0498

Here are the decisions for the ILoI 0498 as decided at the King-
dom meeting held at the Heraldic Collegium in the Barony of
Elfsea on June 13, 1998.

Gwenllian, Asterisk

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius Pursuivant, make most
courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to re-
ceive a copy of the collated commentary, you can contact me
at:

Charlene Charette
15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX  77083
281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)
charlene@flash.net

Perronnelle, Retiarius

Commenters for this issue:

Steppes  – Attending and assisting with the commentary were:
Da’ud ibn Auda (al-Jamal).  Alasdair MacEogan (Wakeforest)
wasn’t here for some reason, and Borek Vitalievich Volkov
(Oakenwald/Eclipse) had to leave to help a friend who had
had an auto accident.  Thus, all commentary is MINE, ALL
MINE!   Ahhh, ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!

Gawain of Miskbridge  –  Green Anchor Herald

Bryn Gwlad  – Commenters this month were Daniel de Lin-
coln, Mari Elspeth nic Bryan, Diarmuid mac Ruis,
Magdalena da Cadamosto, Donal O Dochartaigh, and
Gwenllian ferch Maredudd.

In this ILoI, there were several names (Allyson Tymmes,
Andrew Talbot, David Cade, Julianna Vertue, Michael Talon)
about which we have no comment other than to congratu-
late the submitters on their choice of excellent period names.
Conflicts were checked against the 7th edition and on-line
Ordinaries.  References used include Withycombe (3rd ed.);
Reaney & Wilson (3rd ed.); Geirr Bassi, The Old Norse Name;
Black, The Surnames of Scotland; O’Corrain & Maguire,
Irish Names (2nd ed.); Dauzat, Noms de Famille et Prénoms
de France; Bahlow, Unsere Vornamen im Wandel der
Jahrhunderte; Bahlow, Deutsches Namenlexicon; Webster’s
Geographical Dictionary; James Johnson, Place Names of
England and Wales; Y Camamseriad (vol. 1); A Pictorial
Dictionary of Heraldry as Used in the SCA; and various
Laurel precedents.

Talan Gwynek  –  Fause Lozenge Herald

Northkeep  – Attending:  Mstrs. Catrin ferch Gwylim,
Northkeep co-herald; Ld. Anton Rukh, Northkeep co-her-
ald; Ly. Maridonna Benevenuti, Candleaio; Ld. Etienne de
S. Amaranth, Obelisk; H.L. Livia Montgomery, Runicus;
Mstrs. Dunstana Talana the Violet; Ly. Rosamund
Blaunchflur

Using the SCA Armorial and Ordinary, 4th ed..

Mendersham  – In attendance were:  Sigmund Theodoric von
Halberstatd, Alden Pharamond, Rolanda Rossner, Katriona
von Halberstadt, and Angus Duncan Cameron.

1.  Alaric Belisarius (Bordermarch)
New Name

Gawain
[Name]  It is pretty certain that “Belisarius” is a Latinized form.

Not that that is necessarily a bad thing.  What we do need is
some indication that the Gothic tongues used unmarked pat-
ronymics.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Documentation from history books is always suspect

as the spellings are often modernized.  Withycombe, p. 8,
dates “Alaric” to a king of the West Goths, Alaric I, who
sacked Rome in 410.  We would like to see documentation
for the use of an unmarked patronymic in names from this
culture and time period.

Northkeep
[Name]  “Belisaurius” was a Byzantine general, c. 505-565

(see Encycl. Brit.) – other than that, can’t really comment,
not knowing enough about Visigothic/Gothic names.  If re-
taining “Belisaurius”, suggest Latinizing “Alaric”.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  [My, what a martial fellow!]  The only Belisarius

known to me was not a Goth at all; he was a general under
the Byzantine emperor Justinian – one of history’s great
generals, in fact, known inter alia for having defended Rome
from the Ostrogoths.  The 536 date is right for him, how-
ever.  There’s a bit of a problem here:  this is the only ex-
ample of the name that I can find.  Without at least a little
more information about the name – either its etymology or
another instance of it – we’ve no way to tell whether it’s
generally usable.

Mendersham
[Name]  Belisarius is shown as a given name.  He needs a

descriptive or place name.  Also, two given names is not
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proper name construction this early in period.

1. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – returned for lack of documentation for the name

“Belisarius,” which may be a unique name, and for lack of
documentation for the overall construction of the name.

2.  Allyson Tymmes (Steppes)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Per pale gules and sable, a wyvern statant

wings elevated and addorsed Or maintaining in its tail a
shepherd’s crook, in chief an increscent and a decrescent
argent.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Sejant might be a better description of the monster’s

position.  No conflicts found.

Northkeep
[Name]  Nice.
[Device]  Shepherd’s crook needs to be drawn larger.  No con-

flict found.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Hitching & Hitching have Tymes and Tym’es in 1601

parish registers from Middlesex; the second of these may
even be an abbreviation of Tymmes.  My collection from
Reaney & Wilson has Allison 1554.

Mendersham
[Name]  No problems with first name.  We question the seem-

ingly arbitrary change from i to y.
[Device]  Draw the crescents bigger.

2. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted
device – forwarded to Laurel as submitted

3.  Andrew Talbot (Mooneschadowe)
New Name; New Device; New Badge
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, a saltire gules, overall a lion ram-

pant to sinister sable between two swords fesswise sable.
Proposed Blazon:  (Fieldless), a lion’s head couped to sinister

sable on a cross moline argent fimbriated gules.

Steppes
[Device]  “In blazoning a Coat of Arms in which two or more

Charges of the same Tincture immediately follow each other
in the Blazon, it is not necessary to mention the tincture until
all the Charges of such Tincture have been specified.”  (John
E. Cussans, Handbook of Heraldry, 1882, p. 161)  We can
safely delete the word “sable” immediately after the lion.

Conflict with Fitzgerald (Important non-SCA arms),
Argent, a saltire gules.  There is only one CD, for the addition
of the group of overall charges, per RfS X.4.c. (“Adding or
removing a group of charges placed overall is one clear dif-
ference.”).

[Badge]  The normal grammar of blazon places the primary
charge before the tertiary charge.  The lion’s head is not
“couped to sinister”; it is couped and facing sinister.  The
SCA has adopted a less confusing shorthand for animate
charges which are turned to sinister:  contourny.  Blazon fu:
On a cross moline argent fimbriated gules, a lion’s head
couped contourny sable.

It may be that a cross moline falls within the guidelines
set by Baron Bruce as Laurel for voiding and fimbriation of
charges.  (See Cover Letter, January 15, 1992, pp. 2-3).  How-
ever, the lion’s head is not truly on the cross; it is of the “barely
overall” type which has been cause for return for some years
now.  “The rose in the mini-emblazon is clearly drawn, not
between the broadarrows, but debruising them.  This sort of
‘barely overall’ emblazon has been grounds for return many
times previously.”  (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR April 1997, p.
24)

Gawain
[Device]  This and #11 below differ only on CD, for the swords.

One of them will need to give permission to conflict.  [Obe-
lisk Note:  This comment was listed under submitter #2 in
the ICC.  It is moved here to place it with the actual submis-
sion under discussion.]

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  We have a number of concerns about this device.  If

the lion and the swords are considered one charge group,
the device conflicts with the arms of Ireland Ancient and
Fitzgerald, “Argent, a saltire gules” with only one CD for
the addition of a charge group overall.  However, if the saltire
were not present, we would certainly call this arrangement
a primary charge between two secondary charges based on
the relative sizes of the lion and the swords.  The addition of
two charge groups overall would clear the conflict, but we
are unsure if such an arrangement is permissible.  In addi-
tion, the lion is drawn barely overall (see discussion of badge
below), but it could be argued that it has to be drawn thus
due to the position of the swords.  This may have to be a
judgment call for Laurel.

[Badge]  Reblazon as “(Fieldless) A cross moline argent fim-
briated gules, overall a lion’s head couped to sinister sable.”
Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, in the LoAR for 11/92
writes, “If the voided charge can be reblazoned as ‘On a
[charge], another’ – that is, if the inner line and the outer
line of the voided charge are geometrically similar – then
it’s simple enough to void.”  Voiding and fimbriation are
treated the same in SCA heraldry, and by these standards, a
cross moline should be simple enough to fimbriate.  How-
ever, this badge must be returned because the lion’s head is
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drawn barely overall.  As Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme
noted in the LoAR of 6/93, “The Laurel office has long in-
sisted that overall charges be truly overall, not barely over-
lapping the edge of their underlying charge.”  The lion’s
head needs to be redrawn so that it is wholly on the cross (as
the original blazon implies was the submitter’s intent).  If it
is instead drawn truly overall, it will be in violation of a
Laurel precedent of 3/86 which outlaws overall charges sur-
mounting fimbriated ordinaries.

Northkeep
[Name]  OK
[Device]   Even though blazoned “overall”, the lion visually is

color-on-color.  Reblazon:  Argent, a saltire gules, overall a
lion rampant to sinister between two swords fesswise sable.
Conflicts with device of Elizabet Stuart, same ILOI, #11.

[Badge]  OK

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  The arms are Argent, a saltire gules surmounted by a

lion rampant contourny between in pale two swords fesswise
sable.  I’d like some evidence for the use of two groups of
overall charges (or even a single group of unlike charges).

[Badge]  The badge will have to be returned:  contrary to the
blazon, the head is not on the cross, but rather ‘barely over-
all’.  This arrangement has been prohibited for quite some
time.

Mendersham
[Name]  Looks good.
[Device]  Draw the lion bigger.  Suggestion:  reposition the

swords palewise.  See Elizabet Stuart.
[Badge]  Are we fimbriating crosses these days?  Opinions here

reached some consensus that we should.

3. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted
device – returned for conflict with Fitzgerald, “Argent, a saltire

gules,” with only one CD for the addition of the overall
charge group, and for the depiction of the lion as barely over-
all, also a grounds for return based on Laurel precedent.

badge – returned for violating various Laurel precedents which
ban the use of charges drawn barely overall, the use of over-
all charges on most fieldless badges, and the use of overall
charges with fimbriated ordinaries.

4.  Blaiddistaw ap Blaiddu (Mooneschadowe)
New Name

Gawain
[Name]  We desperately need evidence that period Welsh us-

age formed new names from old ones in this way.  I know of
none myself.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  We need to see documentation for this pattern of con-

structing Welsh given names.  Simply putting together words
to make a name is not a usual practice in any language.
Tangwystl’s article, ‘Given Names from P.C. Bartrum’s Early
Welsh Geneological Tracts” (Y Camamseriad, vol. 1), lists
on p. 35 the given names “Bleddyn” and “Bleiddud.”  An-
other article in the same volume, “Names and Naming Prac-
tices in the Merioneth Lay Subsidy Roll 1292-3,” also shows
a number of variants of “Bleddyn” on p. 62 and lists “Blaidd”
itself as a descriptive byname on p. 73. Tangwystl, on p. 59
of the same article, demonstrates that the construction, “given
name ap descriptive byname” does occur occasionally in
period so something like “Bleddyn ap Blaidd” would be
acceptable.

Northkeep
[Name]  Very questionable construction; can find no support

for either “Bladdistaw” or “Blaiddu”

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Missing from the documentation is any argument jus-

tifying either Blaiddistaw or Blaiddu as a forename.  As-
suming for the sake of argument that the two contractions
are correctly formed, why should we suppose that they are
legitimate forenames?  The evidence offered doesn’t even
show that Blaidd is a legitimate forename.  Perhaps
Tangwystyl can justify at least some of this, but as it stands
it’s no better than a hypothetical Anglo-Latin Coywlf filius
Blakwlfi, i.e., a fused version of Wlf le Coy son of Wlf le
Blake ‘Ulf the Quiet son of Ulf the Black’.  (By the way,
although distaw is ‘silent, calm, soft’, I don’t see it any-
where in p.125 of Ewen.)

Mendersham
[Name]  No knowledgeable Welsh scholars here.  We leave

this to more skilled commenters with the question:  Can these
words be contracted in this manner?

4. COLLEGE ACTION:
name — returned for lack of documentation supporting the

formation of these names.

5.  Cormac Lachlan MacKinnon (Mooneschadowe)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Per chevron dovetailed argent and purpure

three Celtic crosses counterchanged.

Steppes
[Device]  The default Celtic cross is Latinate.  These are “equal-

armed”, which must be specifically blazoned.  “The Latin
form of Celtic cross, with the elongated lower limb [162], is
the most common; the ‘equal-armed’ form [163] should be
explicitly blazoned.”  (Pictorial Dictionary, 2nd ed.)  How-
ever, the default “equal-armed Celtic cross” is also potent, so
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these must be blazoned as equal-armed Celtic crosses couped
plain.

Gawain
[Name]  Current CoA thinking is that neither the Irish nor the

Gaelic-speaking Scots used multiple given names.
[Device]  Now these are what “equal-armed Celtic crosses”

should look like!  Unfortunately they’re not what is defined
in the PicDic.  Does anyone know how those things got
tagged as Celtic crosses?  Would he settle for the default
Celtic crosses (the one with the extended lower limb)?

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Yonge is not an acceptable source for name documen-

tation.  “Cormac” and “Lachlan” are both listed in
Withycombe on pp. 74 and 190, but no dates are given.  O
Corrain & Maguire give “Cormac” as the modern Irish form
of “Cormacc” and date the name to 713, 908, and 1138.
Black dates the surnames “Lachlann” and “Lachlin” to 1431
and 1436 on p. 410 (under Lachlan).“  MacKinnon” is listed
on p. 531 of Black with no date.  The variant spelling
“Makkynnon” is dated to 1536, “Mackiynnan” to 1545, and
“McKynnand” to 1586.

[Device]  The Celtic crosses are equal-armed.  This device is
close to that of Kiara nic Bhaird, “Per chevron argent and
purpure, two crescents and a Celtic cross counterchanged,”
but should be clear with one CD for adding the complex
line of division and another for changing the type of half the
primary charge group.  No other conflicts found.

Northkeep
[Name]  Double given name:  dropping either “Cormac” or

“Lachlan” would create a better name.
[Device]  Reblazon:  Per chevron dovetailed agent and purpure,

three equal-armed Celtic crosses counterchanged.  No con-
flicts found.  Very nice – we like it.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  This name is impossible.  The English were just be-

ginning to use double given names at the very end of our
period, but they were not used in period by the Gaelic-speak-
ing cultures.  Given the elements of which it is composed,
the submitted name is clearly an attempt (intentional or not)
at an Englished version of a Gaelic name, and no such Gaelic
name could have existed in period.  Fortunately, the name
can easily be fixed:  Cormac M’Lachlan VcKinnon (mean-
ing ‘Cormac son of Lachlann son of Fingon’) is a type well-
evidenced from the 16th and 17th c. (Black, xlii).  One even
finds occasional less accurate Englishings of the type repre-
sented by John McDonald McMurquhe 1568 (Black s.n.
Macmurchie).  (This is less accurate because for grammati-
cal reasons the second mac is lenited to mhic, pronounced
roughly \vick\, and this lenition isn’t represented in
McMurquhe.)  Thus, Cormac McLachlan McKinnon is pos-
sible, though less likely.

Note that the 1358 date is probably nothing of the kind.  My

recollection is that Moncrieffe, like most historical writers,
gives the name in modern dress.  All his citation tells us is
that someone whose name would now be written MacKinnon
was alive in 1358.  Similar comments apply to most of the
documentation here.

[Device]  The crosses aren’t just Celtic:  they’re equal-armed
(and apparently also plain, since the PicDic shows potent as
the default for the equal-armed Celtic cross).

Mendersham
[Name]  We found Cormac in Celtic Myths & Legends, T.W.

Rollston, pp. 69, 166, 205, 225.  The rest of the name looks
good!

[Device]  Nice heraldry!

5. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as “Cormac McLachlan

McKinnon.”
device – “Per chevron dovetailed argent and purpure, two equal-

armed Celtic crosses couped plain counterchanged.”

6.  Crossroads Keep, Shire of (Shadowlands)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, on a saltire gules a tower Or, over-

all a laurel wreath vert.

Steppes
[Device]  The central tower is not quite “on” the saltire; it ex-

tends beyond the edges of the saltire at the top and bottom.
As a consequence, the tower is the type of “barely overall”
charge which has been cause for return for some years now.
“The rose in the mini-emblazon is clearly drawn, not between
the broadarrows, but debruising them.  This sort of ‘barely
overall’ emblazon has been grounds for return many times
previously.”  (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR April 1997, p. 24)

Additionally, because the tower is overall, and not “on”
the tower, this conflicts with Fitzgerald (Important non-SCA
arms), Argent, a saltire gules.  There is only one CD, for the
addition of the group of overall charges, per RfS X.4.c. (“Add-
ing or removing a group of charges placed overall is one clear
difference.”).

Redrawing the tower smaller, so that it is entirely “on”
the saltire, will cure both these problems.

No conflicts were found through March 1998 under
the corrected emblazon.

Gawain
[Name]  Unfortunately the OED only cites “crossroad” from

the 18th c. and doesn’t appear to mention “crossroads” as a
singular form at all.  “Cross” as a road intersection does
date from 1546, and “crossway” (or “crosse way”) from the
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16th C.  I have no idea how earlier times referred to an inter-
section.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  We need to see documentation for both the elements

and the construction of this name.  The fact that these are
modern English words does not mean that they were used in
period or that together they form a reasonable period place
name.

[Device]  This device is close to but clear of the arms of Ire-
land Ancient and Fitzgerald, “Argent, a saltire gules” with
CDs for the addition of the tertiary and the charge overall.
No other conflicts found.

Northkeep
[Name]  OK.  Sounds a bit fantasy-ish, but no more so than

many SCA places.
[Device]  The Northkeep heralds appreciate the flattery.  Nice

device, no conflicts.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Well, in some respects they couldn’t do much worse:

neither word is attested in period English place-name no-
menclature.  In fact, the first OED citation for crossroad is
from 1719, far too late to justify use of the word here.  I can
offer a couple of alternatives, though.  P.H. Reaney (The
Origin of English Place Names (Boston: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1964 [1985 impression]), p.223) notes that Carfax in
Oxford was Carfox 1483; this is from Middle English
carfoukes, carfuks, carfouk ‘place where four roads or streets
meet’.  In Exeter the intersection of High St. and North and
South Streets was called Carfoix in 1350 and 1436.  To judge
by a citation in the OED s.v. carfax, it was still Carfox in
1580.  The OED also quotes a document of 1357 that men-
tions the place Carfuks del ledenhalle in London.  It also
quotes from a will of 1527 that mentions a place in Eynesham
called the Carfaxe.  At least by SCA standards these would
probably justify Carfuks/Carfoukes/Carfoix Kepe (for the
last see Reaney & Wilson s.n. Keep).  Had such a place ex-
isted, its name might by the end of our period have become
Carfax Keep or Carfox Keep.

Another alternative is to be found in the Middle English
wente ‘path, way’ (A.H. Smith, English Place-Name Ele-
ments, Part Two (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1956),
s.v. wente).  Smith notes the place-names Four Wantz, Four
Wents, and Four Want Ways.  The first two are simply ‘four
ways’, while the last has added a redundant Ways.  These
are the modern forms, but the OED s.v. went shows that
went and wente are both Middle English forms of the word,
whose normal plural would have been wentes (in the North
wentys, wentis).  The OED also tells us that the spelling four
goes back to the 13th c., so Four Wentes or, more likely given
the Middle English tendency to run elements together,
Fourwentes, should be a reasonable late medieval form of
the first two place-names.  This would yield a late medieval
Fourwentes Kepe, perhaps becoming Four Wents Keep by

the end of our period.

It should be noted that despite its popularity in the SCA,
keep is not found in English place-names.  Indeed, the OED
has no example of it in the desired sense before the last few
years of the 16th c.  The only justification of any kind for its
use in the SCA is the citation Thomas ate Kepe 1327 ‘at the
keep’ in Reaney & Wilson.  The term that actually appears
in place-names is castle, in Middle English generally
castel(l).  It’s most often combined with the name or style
of a former owner, as in the places now called Bishop’s Castle
(Bissopes Castell 1269), Barnard Castle (Bernardescastell
1399), Boscastle (Boterelescastel 1302, Chastelboterel 1312
‘Boterel’s castle’) and Richard’s Castle (in the Latin genitive
as Castri Ricardi 1212) – place-names from Smith, period
citations from Ekwall.  Of course we also find Newcastle
and Oldcastle (modern forms).  The evidence of actual pe-
riod usage therefore doesn’t offer any real support for the
desired construction.  If they’re going to do such an appar-
ently unlikely thing in the first place, they should be en-
couraged at least to use well-attested period elements;
Carfukscastel, Carfoukescastell, etc. seem the best bet, with
Carfax Castle and Carfox Castle as possible late-period
forms.

[Device]  The tower is just a hair too big to be on the saltire:
part of its base clearly lies on the field, not on the ordinary.
This not-quite-overall arrangement has been grounds for
return.

Mendersham
[Name]  Hasn’t this been submitted before?  Both Alden and

Rolanda think this has been up for commentary before.
[Device]  See above.  Nice style , however.

6. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – returned for use of the non-period element “crossroads.”
device – returned for redrawing to correct the barely overall

rendition of the tower.

7.  David Cade (Elfsea)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Or, on a bend sinister vert, a rose argent.

Steppes
[Device]  Surprisingly, no conflicts found through March 1998.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  This device is close to but clear of that of Kenneth

Robyn Hawkewood “Or, on a bend sinister bretessed vert, a
sea-lion palewise maintaining a trident argent” with CDs
for the change from a complex to a simple line on the pri-
mary charge and the complete difference of type of the ter-
tiary.  No other conflicts found.
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Northkeep
[Name]  OK
[Device]  No conflict found.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  The second comma in the blazon should be deleted.

The arms are clear of Geneviève Élise le Chantelois, Or, on
a bend sinister vert between a cooking pot sable and a goute
de sang, a needle argent: there’s one CD for removing the
secondary charges and another for the substantial change in
type of the tertiary charge.  (Note that RfS X.4.j.ii requires
only the new coat to be ‘simple’.)  However, they may well
conflict with Nicholas of Blackheath, Argent, on a bend sin-
ister vert a compass rose palewise argent.  While there’s an
undoubted CD for the field, it seems very possible that the
difference between the tertiary charges is less than that re-
quired by RfS X.4.j.ii.

Mendersham
[Name]  Cade is also in Bardsly, p 154.
[Device]  Barring conflicts, looks okay.

7. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
device – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.

8.  Diego de Valor (Seawinds)
Resubmitted Device; Name Registered 06/97
Proposed Blazon:  Gules, in pale a caravel under sail reversed

and two swords in saltire Or.

Gawain
[Device]  Looks like he has researched his ship types this time;

this actually looks like a caravel, right down to the lateen
sail on the mizzen.  I might have put a spirtsail at the bow,
but no matter.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The charges could be arranged so as to fill the field

better.  No conflicts found.

Northkeep
[device]  We think this clears, but we note:  Gules, between in

pale two mullets a lymphad under full sail Or, the sail bear-
ing a mullet gules. (Judith de Beaumont – Jan ’73).

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  I’d have said that the ship was under full sail.

8. COLLEGE ACTION:
device – forwarded to Laurel with the blazon corrected to

“Gules, in pale a caravel under full sail reversed and two
swords in saltire Or.”

9.  Dub Essa ni Bhriain (Seawinds)
New Name

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  The form of the patronymic is correct in the header

line while the form in the documentation is missing the sec-
ond “i.”  Tangwystl’s documentation for this name actually
uses the early modern Irish form of the given name,
“Dubheasa,” while the submitter has replaced this with the
early Irish form from O Corrain and Maguire.  We suspect
this name would be better if it used “inghean” rather than
“ni” as the patronymic particle.

Northkeep
[Name]  Would change “ni” to the more period “inghean”.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  I could be wrong, but I find it hard to believe that

Tangwystyl gave her approval to this name in exactly this
form.  Dub Essa is an early spelling, from no later than about
the 12th c.  Like the one in Bhriain, the b in Dub is actually
lenited, as may be seen by the later spellings, Dubh Easa
and Duibheasa, also given be Ó Corráin & Maguire.  After
c.1200 this lenition came to be indicated in the spelling.
Here, though, we see it indicated in the patronymic but not
in the forename.  Middle Irish and Common Classical Gaelic
spelling weren’t perfectly consistent, of course, but the ex-
amples that I’ve seen were certainly more consistent than
this.

There is also a problem with ní:  despite numerous registra-
tions, mostly before any of us knew better, it isn’t a period
Irish word.  It’s a contraction of inghean uí ‘daughter of Ó
...’; and though there’s some evidence in the form of late-
period phonetic Englishings that inghean uí was often be-
ing pronounced \nee\ by c.1600, it appears that in writing
the full form was still used.  (In English documents of 1603-
4 we find the phrase spelled phonetically as ny and ne (Ewen,
210).)  A reasonable late-period Irish form of the name is
Duibheasa inghean uí Bhriain, pronounced more or less
\DIV-ya-sa nee VREE-ahn\, or possibly Dubh Easa inghean
uí Bhriain.  A couple of centuries earlier the name would
have been written about the same way, but inghean uí would
have been pronounced in full, roughly \IN-yen ee\.

If she wants to keep Dub Essa in that form, she needs
to ‘age’ the patronymic: Dub Essa ingen uí Briain.  Despite
the spelling changes, the patronymic is still approximately
\IN-yen ee VREE-ahn\.

9. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as “Dub Essa ingen uí Briain.”
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10.  Eirika Thôrhalla (Steppes)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Azure, a rabbit between three pawprints Or.

Steppes
[Device]  It makes no difference for purposes of conflict check-

ing, but it does for purposes of reproduction of the emblazon.
We need to specify that they are wolf’s pawprints.

Gawain
[Name]  Since Old Norse is not a Romance language, femi-

nine names are not necessarily formed by adding “-a” to
masculine ones.  This will have to be documented on its
own.  Geirr Bassi does show the somewhat similar feminine
name “Eirn_” on p. 9.  What is documented in g.B. on p. 16
is the feminine given name “_órhalla”.  According to the
rules on p. 18, the metronymic from this name would be
“_órholludóttir”.  So fare as I know, Old Norse doesn’t use
unmarked patronymics (or metronymics).

[Device]  The rabbit seems to be in a posture intermediate be-
tween sejant and couchant with maybe a little statant thrown
in.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Geirr Bassi does not actually list this given name.

The documentation presented is for the masculine name,
“Eirikr.”  We would like to see documentation for the femi-
nization of Norse names in this fashion.  The circumflex
accent in the surname on the ILoI is a typo.  The name actu-
ally listed on p. 16 of Geirr Bassi is “_órhalla.”  Also, the
submitter is the daughter of Averial Thorhalla, whose name
was registered 2/95 without any accent.

[Device]  The Pic-Dic calls a rabbit in this exact position
“statant” rather than “sejant.”  The type of pawprints is usu-
ally blazoned.  No conflicts found.

Northkeep
[Name]  Double given name.  Geirr Bassi lists “Eirny/” as the

feminine of “Eiri/kr”, not “Eirika”.  Suggest “Eirny/
Thorhallsdo/ttir”.

[Device]  No conflict found.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The name is impossible.  First, there is no evidence of

a period Old Norse feminine form of Eiríkr, even in Lind’s
Norsk-Islandska Dopnamn ock Fingerade Namn, the single
most comprehensive source.  Sveriges medeltida
personnamn has no Swedish feminine form up through about
1500.  Indeed, the feminine seems to be a post-period cre-
ation in any language.  Hanks & Hodges (A Dictionary of
First Names) isn’t the best source, but it says that the name
was coined toward the end of the 18th c., and I’ve never seen
any evidence to the contrary.  The closest genuine period
name that I can find is Eyrn_, noted by Lind as an Icelandic
feminine name.

Secondly, Old Norse doesn’t use a circumflex accent.  It

does use the acute accent and even occasionally did so in
period; the name is _órhalla, and Lind says that it’s distinc-
tively Icelandic.  Thirdly, Old Norse didn’t use double given
names or unmarked patro- and metronymics, so _órhalla
isn’t possible as a byname.  The actual feminine metronymic
from _órhalla is _órhalludóttir.

[Device]  The rabbit is statant.

10. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – returned for lack of documentation for the given name.
device – pended awaiting submission of an acceptable name.

11.  Elizabet Stuart (Mooneschadowe)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, a saltire gules, overall a lion ram-

pant to sinister sable maintaining a rose purpure slipped and
barbed vert.

Steppes
[Device]  Conflict with Fitzgerald (Important non-SCA arms),

Argent, a saltire gules.  There is only one CD, for the addition
of the group of overall charges, per RfS X.4.c. (“Adding or
removing a group of charges placed overall is one clear dif-
ference.”).

Conflict also with Andrew Talbot, earlier in this ILoI,
with only one CD for the removal of the swords around the
lion.  (If a letter of permission to conflict has not been in-
cluded with the submission, had Andrew’s been registrable,
this one would have had to have been returned.  You might let
them know that for any resubmission.)

Gawain
[Name]  Once upon a time the College was registering the sur-

name “Stewart”, but not “Stuart” because of the latter’s as-
sociation with the Scottish royal family.  Has this limitation
been relaxed?

[Device]  This and #3 above differ only by one CD, for the
swords.  One of them will need to give permission to con-
flict.  Hope they are blood kin.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  This is a very nice spelling of a good period name.

Unfortunately, it conflicts with the historical Elizabeth Stuart,
the daughter of James VI of Scotland (aka James I of En-
gland).  She married Frederick V and was then known as
Elizabeth of Bohemia.

[Device]  This device conflicts with the arms of Ireland An-
cient and Fitzgerald, “Argent, a saltire gules” with only one
CD for the addition of the charge group overall.  In addi-
tion, the lion is drawn barely overall (see discussion under
Andrew Talbot’s badge).
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Northkeep
[Name]  OK
[Device]  Even though blazoned “overall”, the lion visually is

color-on-color.  Conflicts with Andrew Talbot, same ILoI, #
3.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  I see a leaf on the rose’s stem, so the rose is barbed

slipped and leaved vert (or proper).  The lion is too small:
though technically overall, it is mostly on the saltire.  This
‘barely overall’ arrangement has been grounds for return in
the past.

Mendersham
[Name]  Bardsley says that the variant of Steward is “Stuard.”
[Device]  Is there a “permission to conflict” for Andrew Talbot

on file?  Draw the lion bigger.

11. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – returned for conflict with Elizabeth Stuart, daughter of

James VI of Scotland.
device – returned for conflict with Fitzgerald, “Argent, a saltire

gules,” with only one CD for the addition of the overall
charge group, and for the depiction of the lion as barely over-
all, also a grounds for return based on Laurel precedent.

12.  Gavin MacKay (Steppes)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, a falcon close to sinister vert, on a

chief embattled sable a sword fesswise Or.

Steppes
[Device]  Falcons are “close” by default, and “to sinister” can be

said a little more euphoniously by changing it to contourny.
The sword on the chief is also “fesswise” by default (as are
all other long thin charges on a chief), but the fact that it is
reversed must needs be blazoned.  Blazon fu:  Argent, a fal-
con contourny vert and on a chief embattled sable a sword
[fesswise] reversed Or.

Gawain
[Device]  Hope this gentle fights left-handed.  The sword is

fesswise [reversed].

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  The spelling “McCay” is dated to 1506 on p. 292 of

Reaney & Wilson (under Mackay).
[Device]  The position of the bird’s foot is odd but probably

can be considered artistic detail.  The sword is reversed.  No
conflicts found

Northkeep
[Name]  OK
[Device]  No conflict found.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  We can do better for the forename:  Black s.nn. Rait,

Rais has examples of it from 1477 and 1577.  The 1408
citation for MacKay is incorrect.  Black’s comments read as
follows: ‘The unique Gaelic charter of 1408 was granted by
Donald, lord of the Isles, to Brian Vicar Mackay of Islay.’
Note that the charter is in Gaelic; so far as I know, it is – as
Black says – the only medieval Scottish charter in Gaelic.
Now very obviously the forms used by Black in the quoted
sentence are not Gaelic (with the sole exception of Brian,
which is both Gaelic and English); Black has clearly trans-
lated elements of the charter into modern English, and as a
result this quotation is worthless as evidence for use of the
English form MacKay in 1408.  The closest genuinely dated
form offered by Black is McCay 1506.  In combination with
Mackai 1619 this is sufficient to justify the submitted form,
though the latter is not at all typical of late-period
Englishings.  Gavin MacKay is at least possible as a 16th c.
form.

[Device]  Falcons are close by default, and a sword on a chief
is fesswise by default.  This one, however, is reversed, so
the arms are Argent, a falcon contourny vert and on a chief
embattled sable a sword reversed or.

12. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted
device – forwarded to Laurel with the blazon corrected to “Ar-

gent, a falcon contourny vert, on a chief embattled sable a
sword reversed Or.”

13.  Guillaume de Troyes (Mooneschadowe)
New Name

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  “Guillaume” is listed on p. 294 of Withycombe (un-

der William) and on p. 314 of Dauzat.  However, no date is
given for this spelling in either source.  Reaney & Wilson,
p. 455 (under Troy), date “de Troys” to 1276.  Chretien de
Troyes was a famous 13th century troubadour.

Northkeep
[Name]  OK.  Reaney (sn Troy) lists “de Troie” 1200 and “de

Troys” 1276.

Mendersham
[Name]  Troyes:  Brittanica, copyright 1943, vol 22, p 505

dates 426 A.D. to present.

13. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
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14.  House Norwald (Steppes)
New Name

Gawain
This must be registered in the name of an individual.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Johnson’s Place Names of England and Wales, p. 383

(under Northwold), dates “Nordwolde” to 1200, “Norwolde”
to 1220, and “Northwaude” to 1225.  While this is a reason-
able variant of a documented period place name, we have
no evidence that it is also valid as a household name which
must follow “the patterns of period names for organized
groups of people” (RfS III.2.b.iv).

Northkeep
[Name]  OK

14. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.

15.  Julianna Vertue (Elfsea)
New Name

Northkeep
[Name]  OK.  Suggest using period spelling “Vertu”

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  I’ve examples of Juliana from the 12th - 16th c., but

I’ve no example of any form with nn.  I suspect that this is a
modern spelling suggested by Anna.  Unless someone has
period evidence for it, I’d drop the extra n.  Bardsley s.n.
Virtue has Christopher Vertue 1617-18, which at least brings
the desired spelling well back into the Grey Area.

15. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as “Juliana Vertue.”

16.  Michael Talon (Mooneschadowe)
New Name

Northkeep
[Name]  OK

16. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.

17.  Philip Hohl (Steppes)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Azure, a still Or.

Steppes
[Device]  For those who are unfamiliar with the primary charge,

it appears in Elvin’s A Dictionary of Heraldry, Plate 39, item
30.1.  It may also be found in Parker’s A Glossary of Terms
Used in Heraldry, p. 204, cf. Distillatory, where he notes that
it appears in the crest of Wynington, London.  The drawing
for this one was taken directly from Elvin.

Gawain
[Device]  Though this is doubtless a reasonable representation

of one kind of period distilling vessel, I would prefer to see
him use the more recognizable “alembic flask” or “retort”.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  The spelling “Phillip” is dated to 1565 on p. 26 of the

Registers of St. Mary’s, Dymock (Gloucestershire, England).
The spelling “Phyllypp” appears in 1543/4 and “Phylyppe”
appears in 1547/8, indicating that the number of l’s and p’s
in this name varied.  Bahlow’s Unsere Vornamen im Wandel
der Jahrhunderte, p. 83, dates “Philipp” to 1200 in Ger-
many. “Hohl” appears on p. 254 of Bahlow’s Deutsches
Namenlexicon with no date.

[Device]  This would seem to be the first use of a still as a
charge in the SCA.  We therefore need to see documentation
that this emblazon is a period depiction of a still (RfS VII.3).
No conflicts found

Northkeep
[Name]  Bahlow lists “Philipp”, dated 1200, 1280, 1315, 1388.

Suggest “Philipp Hohl”.
[Device]  No conflict found

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Obviously English documentation for the forename

isn’t much to the point when the byname is German.  Mulch
(Arnsburger Personennamen, 31-36) has Philippus in the
periods 1200-1250, 1250-1300, and (as a rather common
name) 1300-1350; he has Philipp in the period 1350-1400.
My collection from Bahlow’s Mittelhochdeutsches
Namenbuch (available at Laurel’s web page) does even bet-
ter: it includes Philipp 1369, 1388, 1402, Philipps 1388 (ap-
parently a form of Philippus), Philippus 1315, 1369, and,
best of all, Philip 1362.

[Device]  I question whether the still is recognizable as such;
at the very least we need documentation, since it seems to
be a new charge.

17. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
device – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.

18.  Randall Hawkwood (Elfsea)
New Badge; Name Passed Kingdom 03/98
Proposed Blazon:  (Fieldless) A comet comprised of a mullet

of ten points gules.
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Steppes
[Badge]  The comet is not “comprised” of a mullet of ten points,

it is headed of a mullet of ten points.  It is also neither fesswise
nor bendwise sinister inverted (comets are “palewise, head to
chief” by default.  See Pictorial Dictionary, 2nd ed., #140).
Because its posture cannot be accurately blazoned (“slightly
downhill of fesswise”?), this will need to be returned so the
submitter can decide which posture he wants it in.

Gawain
[Badge]  I’d blazon this as “A comet headed of a mullet of ten

points gules.”  The default position is head to chief, so this
will need to be specified as either fesswise or bendwise sin-
ister inverted, whichever the client intended.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge]  The comet is fesswise rather than the default palewise,

and the number of points on the mullet would seem to be
artistic license.  That being the case, this badge is identical
to that of Alesia la Sabia de Murcia, “(Fieldless) A comet
fesswise gules.”

Northkeep
[Badge]  Although it technically doesn’t conflict, this is very

close to the Sable Comet of Ansteorra

Talan Gwynek
[Badge]  The blazon is inaccurate in two respects.  First, the

comet comprises more than just its head; and secondly, it’s
fesswise instead of in the default orientation with head to
chief.  Following the model of the blazon of the Sable Comet,
this is A comet headed of a mullet of ten points fesswise
gules.  It probably conflicts with the badge A comet fesswise
gules of Alesia la Sabia de Murcia: I doubt that the differ-
ence in heads is sufficient to generate a CD.

18. COLLEGE ACTION:
badge – returned for an exact conflict with  Alesia la Sabia de

Murcia, “(Fieldless) A comet fesswise gules.”

19.  Rhiannon Redwolf (Mooneschadowe)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, a pawprint gules within a bordure

embattled purpure.

Steppes
[Name]  “Welsh feminine name.”  But not in period.  In period,

Rhiannon was only the name of the Welsh goddess, and not
used by humans.  It is allowable here only because it has been
declared “SCA-compatible”.  If the submitter wants a truly
period name, they need to research some more.

[Device]  It makes no difference for purposes of conflict check-
ing, but it does for purposes of reproduction of the emblazon.
We need to specify that it is a wolf’s pawprint.

Gawain
[Name]  I find no epithets in Reaney’s OES which have a con-

struction parallel to this one.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  “Rhiannon” has long been accepted as SCA-compat-

ible despite the lack of documentation for its use outside the
Mabinogian.  The documentation presented for “Redwolf”
is poor (Yonge is not an acceptable source nor is the con-
struction of the name documented), but Searle, p. 394, dates
“Rædwulf” to 556, 792, and 884.  The resulting name is
improbable but probably registerable.

[Device]  The type of pawprint is usually specified.  No con-
flicts found.

Northkeep
[Name]  OK
[Device]  OK

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Rhiannon is ‘SCA-compatible’ (see, e.g., the 6/96

Cover Letter).  The case made for Redwolf is essentially
non-existent:  the fact that there are forenames that use cog-
nates of English wolf is altogether irrelevant to the accept-
ability of Redwolf as a byname.  In fact I see no real case to
be made here:  though either element individually would
make a fine byname, the compound Redwolf is thoroughly
implausible on semantic grounds.  (Note that it isn’t enough
to find bynames of the form color + animal, since all such
combinations are by no means equally plausible.)

19. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as “Rhiannon Rædwulf.”
device – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.

20.  Tabitha Talon (Mooneschadowe)
New Name

Gawain
[Name]  My 3rd edition copy of Withycombe has the given

name on the same page?!  She says that is “was common in
the 17th C”, but gives no indication that it was used in pe-
riod.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Withycombe says that “Tabitha” is Biblical and was

common in the 17th century.  We have not found any docu-
mentation with specific dates for the name.

Northkeep
[Name]  Withycombe notes use of “Tabitha” in the 17th-19th

centuries, although found in the New Testament.  Can find
no support for “Tabitha” being used in period.
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Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Withycombe gives no reason to think that Tabitha

was used in period; she merely says that it was common in
the 17th c.  However, Brooke, J. M. S., and A.W.C.Hallen,
The Transcript of the Registers of the United Parishes of S.
Mary Woolnoth and S. Mary Woolchurch Haw, in the City of
London, from their Commencement 1538 to 1760 (London:
Bowles & Sons, 1886) have Tabytha 1547 from S. Mary
Woolnoth.  (Mind you, this makes the 1160 date for the sur-
name pretty useless; indeed, I’d be a bit surprised to find that
this specific form actually survived into the 16th c.)

20. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.

21.  Timotheus Kranidious (Steppes)
New Name; New Device
Proposed Blazon:  gyronny ermine and azure.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  “Timotheus” is the Latinized form of the name.  We

need to see documentation for the construction of the loca-
tive.  Webster’s Geographical Dictionary offers no infor-
mation on either Kranidi or Pelops.

[Device]  Unfortunately, this attractive device conflicts with
that of Peter Byron Fletcher, “Gyronny azure and argent scaly
sable,” with one CD for the change of tincture of half the
field but no additional CD for reversing the tinctures on a
field divided into more than four parts (RfS X.4.a).

Northkeep
[Name]  Need some sort of documentation.  Otherwise, not

qualified to comment.
[Device]  No conflict found.  Very, very nice.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Timotheus is a Latin spelling of the Greek name that is

better transliterated Timotheos.  In a Latin context it’s fine.
Kranidi is another matter.  First, the ‘island of Pelops’ is noth-
ing of the sort.  The Greeks understood the Peloponessus –
the southern peninsula of Greece – to be the island (ne:sos, e:
representing eta) of Pelops, a legendary prince.  In other words,
we’re talking about a Peloponesian village.  There’s one called
Kranidhion on modern maps.  Possibly this is the same place,
and possibly it’s period – this certainly wouldn’t be surpris-
ing – but we need some real support for Kranidi.

There are Byzantine Greek examples of locative bynames;
they begin to appear in the 8th c. and become common in the
10th c.  They don’t seem to match the form of this submission,
however.  Sometimes the place-name is used unmodified, e.g.,
Radenos, Komnenos; it can also be turned into an adjective,
e.g., Kastamonites.  (See Cheynet, Jean-Claude,
L’Anthroponymie Aristocratique a\ Byzance, in Bourin,
Monique, Jean-Marie-Martin, and Francois Menant, eds.,

L’Anthroponymie: Document de l’Histoire Sociale des Mondes
Méditerranéens Médiévaux, Collection de l’École Française
de Rome, 226 (Rome: École Française de Rome, 1996),
pp.267-294.)

We need at least one and possibly two things in order to form
the byname correctly.  First, we need to know an actual pe-
riod form of the place-name.  That can be used unchanged as
the byname.  Alternatively, a corresponding adjectival form
can be constructed.  The available examples are formed with
the suffix -ites; other suffixes may be possible, but this would
have to be demonstrated before they could be used.

21. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – pended until the July meeting at Coronation to allow

consultation with the submittor regarding the construction
of the locative byname.

device – returned for conflict with Peter Byron Fletcher,
“Gyronny azure and argent scaly sable,” with only one CD
for changing the tincture of half the field.

22.  Vaclav Slova Czek (Bordermarch)
New Name

Gawain
[Name]  I have no real references on names from this part of

Europe; is he claiming to be both a Czech and a Slovak?

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  There are multiple problems with the byname here.

No dates are given for the name elements, and neither one is
in the exact form shown in the documentation.  The docu-
mentation is itself suspect since it comes from Hanks &
Hodges and a Time-Life book on Eastern Europe.  There is
no documentation at all for the construction of the byname,
and it is made up of two completely different locatives.
Vaclav Slovák might be acceptable, however.

Northkeep
[Name]  There’s no expertise here for commenting on this,

although the construction looks questionable.  We fold.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The documentation doesn’t actually support either Slova

or Czek, let alone the use of both.  (And it’s fairly absurd to
think that someone would have been known both as a Slovak
and as a Czech.)  Hanks & Hodges (Surnames s.n. Slovák)
give Slová{cv}ek as a diminutive of Slovák, which is a term
for someone from Slovakia.  Here {cv} stands for c with a
hachek, or inverted circumflex, over it.  I believe that before
Jan Hus reformed Czech spelling in the 16th c. this was writ-
ten cz (as it still is in Polish).  I can’t guarantee that it’s period,
but Slovák in some form is: Taszyckiego s.n. S{l/}owak has
Slowak 1426, Stanislaus Slowak 1478, etc.  (Here {l/} repre-
sents the Polish slashed-L, and the reference is to Witolda
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Taszyckiego, S{l/}ownik Staropolskich Nazw Osobowych, 6
vols. (Wroc{l/}aw: Zaklad Narodowy Imienia
Ossoli{n’}skich Wydawnictwo Polskeij Akademii Nauk,
1965-1982).  The {n’} represents an acute accent over the n.)
I suspect that the diminutive is also period, in which case it
should be registerable as Slovaczek.

Taszyckiego s.n. Wi{e,}ces{l/}aw has citations showing that a
Polish form of Vaclav is also period: Waczslaw 1305 and many
times thereafter, Vaczlaw 1491.  (Here cz has the sound /ts/.)
While I’d obviously like better evidence, I see no reason to
think that Vaclav Slovaczek isn’t a possible late-period East-
ern European name.

22. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as “Vaclav Slovaczek.”

23.  Wolfger von Sibenbürgen (Mooneschadowe)
Resubmitted Name; New Badge
Proposed Blazon:  Vert, a winged wolf rampant to sinister ar-

gent maintaining a quill Or.

Steppes
[Badge]  “Quill:  An heraldic term for a spool about which yarn

or thread is wound.  Also called Embroiderer’s quill, Quill of
yarn.  See also Quill Pen, Feather.”  “Quill pen:  A feather,
the lower end of the quill of which has been cut into a nib.
See also Quill, Feather.”  (Glossary of Terms, Appendix 1,
Terms Commonly Misused in the SCA College of Arms)  The
charge being held by the winged wolf is a quill pen.

Gawain
[Badge]  Although the wolf is indeed “maintaining” (holding

in hand) the feather, the questionable usage of the SCA would
blazon it as “sustaining” the pen, since it is drawn so large.
A quill is an article of the embroiderers’ trade, not a writing
implement.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Bahlow, Deutsches Namenlexicon, p. 621, lists

“Wolfger” as a rare Old German personal name with no date.
[Badge]  The wolf is sustaining a quill pen.  No conflicts found.

Northkeep
[Name]  OK
[Badge]  No conflict found.  We can’t decide whether this is a

Roc plume or a tiny toy winged wolf.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The documentation has been misunderstood.  The first

Marholt is described as von Sibenbürgen, but this is not from
an 8th c. document; rather, it’s from a MS of c.1300.  (The
reference to the 8th c. has to do with the name Marholt and
refers to Förstemann’s massive collection of Continental Ger-
manic names.)

23. COLLEGE ACTION:
name – forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
device – forwarded to Laurel with the blazon corrected to “Vert,

a winged wolf rampant contourny argent sustaining a quill
pen Or.”
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ANSTEORRAN EXCERPTS FOR ILOI 1197 & 1297 - TAKEN FROM THE LAUREL
LETTERS OF ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS DATED 5/28/98 & 6/21/98

[Obelisk Note:  Laurel was out of the country during May and the May Letter was released too late to be
included in the June Gazette.  The Ansteorran excerpts of both Laurel’s May and June Letters are

included this month.  Also, certain registrations by Laurel to protect non-SCA armory are included.]
ANSTEORRAN ACCEPTANCES - 5/28/98

Adriana of Trelac. Name.

Erik Wulfriksson. Name and device. Azure, a dragon’s
head issuant from base argent.

Gianni Arcieri. Device. Per fess azure and bendy sable
and argent, a stag at gaze argent.

Laure Anne the Plaidweaver. Badge. Or, a bend sinister
enarched between a cross gurgity azure and a thistle slipped
and leaved proper.

Lyonete van Leyden. Name and device. Or, on a pile
between two lotus flowers in profile purpure, a Greek sphinx
sejant Or.

Robert Carmichael. Name.

[Obelisk Note:  The following Society registrations by
Laurel are included for the information of the heralds of
Ansteorra.]

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM
ACCEPTANCES - 5/28/98

Finland, Republic of. Device change. Argent, a cross
azure.

This is a more correct blazon of what is used, rather than
the already protected Argent, a cross bleu-celeste., which is
hereby released.

Katharine Swynford. Device. Gules, three Catharine
wheels Or.

These are the arms born by Katherine Roel, better known
by the name she bore during her first marriage, Katharine
Swynford. Katherine was the morganatic wife of the Duke of
Gaunt and it was from this marriage that the Beaufort Earls
and Dukes of Somerset descended. Ultimately, this line pro-
vided legitimacy to the somewhat dubious claims of the Tudor
line through the marriage of Margaret Beaufort to Edmund
Tudor. Note that Katherine’s father was Sir Giles Roel or Roelt,
a Flemish knight who served as Guienne King of Arms for
Aquitaine in the fourteenth century and these arms appear in
many period heraldic rolls.

ANSTEORRAN RETURNS - 5/28/98

None!

ANSTEORRAN ACCEPTANCES - 6/21/98

Aldric de Kerr. Device. Per pale embattled Or and gules,
a sword and in pale three mullets of six points counterchanged.

Isaac Bane. Name.

Margaret Fletcher. Name.

Ottavio Todisco. Name and device. Sable, three flutes
palewise argent.

ANSTEORRAN RETURNS - 6/21/98

Caron Caleb. Device. Per pall inverted gules, azure and
Or, two increscents Or and another azure.

This is being returned for a redraw. As draw it is not
clearly Per pall inverted gules, azure and Or.... or Per pale gules
and azure, two increscent and on a point pointed..., but rather
something halfway inbetween. Since one of the purposes of
heraldry is identification, it must be drawn clearly one way or
the other.

KNOWN WORLD HERALDIC SYMPOSIUM
1999

At Known World 1997 the possibility of a bid for the
1999 Known World from the kingdom of Drachenwald was
discussed. The members of the College attending the dis-
cussion by and large favored the idea.  As it turns out, that
was a very good thing, since while two bids were received,
they both came from Drachenwald.  They both were very
good, and it was quite difficult to decide between them.
However, based on e-mail commentary and commentary
from those attending this year's Known World, we have de-
cided to go with the bid from Uppsala, Sweden.  It will be
held the weekend of June 9-11, 1999.  More information
will be forthcoming.
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